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ABSTRACT
This study explores the effect of mobile and desktop uploading and downloading
of images shared through Twitter. Because of the ubiquitous use of social media in this
day and age, a higher understanding of data attributed to individual social media
networks is necessary for the digital forensic analyst.
This research follows a process of understanding the different uploading
methods paired with different downloading techniques of images submitted to Twitter
and takes a closer look at how using different procedures affect the substance of the
resultant downloaded image. A further look into the metadata, binary data, and
quantization tables of image types on resultant image files will be examined, as well as a
comparison of the changes between the files.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The functionalities and prolific use of social media networks have evolved over
time, constantly changing how people connect and communicate with other individuals
around the world. As social media platforms continue to grow in popularity around the
world, so do the evolution and advancement of rapid sharing and transaction of
information.
Within the numerous variations of social media networks, a constant function is
apparent throughout: the uploading and sharing of images to be viewed and,
oftentimes, re-shared by friends or those who subscribe to a particular feed.
Throughout each instance of submission pertaining to images being uploaded online or
through a social media network, some form of compression is necessary. This research
aims to identify as well as interpret the embedded data encoded throughout the
compression process within digital images associated with Twitter.
Central to the research carried out in this study is the idea that useful
information pertaining to the location and interpretation of embedded data encoded
within digital images can be of aide to forensic digital image analysis. Knowledge gained
through this research can be added to a growing database of information attributed to
different social media sites. Research of information provided by and attributed to
Twitter is a stepping-stone in understanding how social media networks compare as
well as differ from each other in terms of the metadata associated with and attributed
to each network.
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Related Works
When thinking about analyzing data from Twitter, one thinks about the data that
can be gathered from an individual’s account. Shamanth et. al [1] wrote an entire book
on how to analyze data from Twitter, yet the data captured and analyzed in that
research was data about the individual Tweeter, or person tweeting. In this paper, the
data captured and analyzed will solely come from the JPEG images produced by Twitter.
Wu et. al [2] took a further look into solutions on how to create lossless
compression schemes with a mass upload of images stored onto different servers, social
media included. Their research led them to look at actual methods of recoding a JPEG
structure through looking at a large collection of images.
Previous work has been conducted to understand the different compression
schemes of images throughout social media. In 2011, Castiglione et. al [3] researched
three different social media networks and the uploaded images that can be pulled from
them. In the research, they looked at Facebook, Badoo, and Google+. What they saw was
that in each network, “changes are made to some of the characteristics, such as JPEG
quantization table, pixel resolution and related metadata.”
Pippin’s research on Facebook [4] looked at how an image changed from its
original form when it underwent the compression scheme specific to that site. That
research discovered that the resulting metadata structure, quantization tables, and
overall quality of the image was dependent on what type of device uploaded and then,
consequentially, downloaded the image. It was her research that inspired this topic.
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Twitter
Twitter was founded in 2006 and started off as a type of social networking
service where users could post as well as interact with each other through messages
called “Tweets”. These Tweets are posted in a news feed of people you can follow called
a Twitter “Timeline”. Tweets were originally restricted to 140 characters, but in 2017,
the limit doubled to 280 characters. Though originally created as a social networking
service, Twitter has since rebranded itself to an “Online News Service,” as well as a
social networking service [5].
Twitter is often used to share and read first hand perspectives of events
occurring around the world. In fact, when the bombings occurred during the Boston
marathon in April of 2015, first hand reports, photos, and videos were circulating on
Twitter “a full 15 minutes before CNN reported it on cable…Twitter had the only
firsthand accounts of the tragedy in real time” [6]. On the day of the 2016 US
presidential election, Twitter proved to be the largest source of breaking news, with 40
million election-related tweets sent by 10pm (Eastern Time) that day [7].
Twitter has gained rapid popularity amongst several generations of users and
across millions of institutions. Even the President of the United States uses Twitter as a
platform to announce something in 280 characters or less. Not only does Twitter allow
for its main usage of sending short messages of text, or “Tweets,” users are also able to
upload a variety of media content as well, such as: images, videos, GIFS, ask poll
questions, and even livestream video & audio through their mobile device.
For the digital forensic analyst, Twitter can be a prime source of images and/or
video related to an incident. This paper covers the upload and download methods that
3

Twitter offers, as well as how and in what ways using different download processes
effect the resultant images and what can be expected behind the scenes of Twitter’s
compression characteristics as they pertain to images.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW
This chapter will provide the reader with an overview of the key terms and
definitions related to images and image compression.
Compression
Compression, in terms of digital media, is defined as “the process of reducing the
size of a data file” [8]. Compression relies on two main principles: 1. Discarding less
important data in a file, and 2. Eliminating redundancy of data. Based off of these two
principles, two categories of compression exist: lossy compression and lossless
compression. The only difference between the two categories is the loss of data. One
can assume that the names of the categories of compression give them away; In lossy
compression, there is data that is lost, and in lossless compression, data is not lost, or
there is a lack of loss, hence the term “lossless.” These two categories of compression
are dependent on the two principles of reducing data.
Lossy compression relies on the principle of discarding less important data in a
file in order to reduce file size. Because there is information and data that is discarded,
or essentially “thrown away,” that information is gone forever, and that data is lost, no
matter how unimportant it seemingly was labeled by the compression scheme. Lossless
compression relies on the principle of eliminating redundancy of data within a file,
essentially just storing a file by creating “shortcuts” for a computer program to read in
order to bring up the full information or data, ensuring that no data is lost – just
compacted [9].
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An example of lossy versus lossless compression put in a metaphor for everyday
life would be a student taking notes in class. Imagine the student is running out of room
in their notebook and needs to jot down information about a topic. Well the student is
running out of room and doesn’t have very much space to write down all the words, so
the student writes down bullet points with words and phrases to help them recall all
the information. The student makes notes of most things but leaves out what they think
is less important. If the student were to give the notes to another student, then all of the
original information learned would not have been transcribed onto the notes, therefore
not all of the original information would be accessible, and that information would be
lost. Because information was lost, that would be an example of lossy compression,
getting rid of what is considered less important information. An example of lossless
compression would be if the student wrote down everything learned, but just wrote
everything in shorthand, in order to save room and also have it be able to be read and
understood elaborately later – because all of the original information that was learned
was then transcribed into the notes, then no real information is lost.
JPEG
Perhaps the most common image type found online, or anywhere else, is a JPEG
image. JPEG is most commonly mistaken as a file format, yet it is actually a type of
compression scheme that uses lossy compression. JPEG is an acronym for the Joint
Photographic Experts Group, which was a committee created in 1986 in conjunction
with ISO/CCITT (International Organization for Standardization/International
Telegraph and Telephone Committee, now known as ITU-T: International
Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector) [10]. This
6

committee was established to study color image compression and eventually ended up
developing the international industry standard compression algorithm known by the
committee’s name of “JPEG” [11].
JPEG is the most common form of compression for images due to the fact that it
takes advantage of the relationship between storage size and image quality, allowing for
an adjusted degree of compression. JPEG compresses images using a lossy compression
scheme by discarding less important data. The data that the JPEG compression discards
is less important in the fact that the data that is thrown out are colors that are not as
easily discerned by the human visual perception. In regard to images, JPEG relies on
discarding data that won’t necessarily be missed or noticed by the human eye.
It is to be expected that the more information that is discarded, the more
noticeable the compression is. As mentioned earlier, JPEG allows for varying degrees or
levels of compression. Think of a slider on a scale – on one end is storage or file size,
and on the other is quality of image – one end would have to be sacrificed to gain more
of the other end. The quality of image or degree of compression is dependent on a step
in the compression process, called “quantization.”
Quantization & Quantization Tables
Quantization is a step in the JPEG compression process that determines the
degree of compression on an image, which effects the overall “Quality Factor.” What
quantization does is group like coefficients together in an image and then rounds to the
nearest integer to average numerical values of data in an image in order to reduce file
size [9]. It essentially takes pixel values and groups them together and averages them. It
is in this quantization step where the most data is lost. Consider all the different
7

variations of number combinations and values of pixels in an image, what quantization
will do is assign a set value for every number that falls in a certain range – so instead of
having many different individual and unique values, there will only be x amount of
values depending on the amount of quantization, which is dependent on a Quantization
Table.
Higher values within a Quantization Table will result in a lower quality image.
During the quantization process, assigned values are divided by a second numerical
value and then rounded to the nearest integer. The exact value that the quantization
process divides by is found in the Quantization Table. As mentioned earlier, higher
values will result in lower quality. If you divide 1 by 1, you get 1, 1 divided by 2 is onehalf, and 1 divided by 3 is one-third. The higher the denominator, the smaller the
amount that results. Different degrees of compression can have higher or lower
numbers in the Quantization Table, which would then affect the overall quality, or
Quality Factor. In analyzing the data gathered from the research of this paper,
quantization tables of each image were looked at and analyzed.
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Figure 2.1 JPEG Quantization Tables
These are two examples of quantization tables that could be used during JPEG
compression. Each value within an image is divided by the corresponding value in the
quantization table, and the result rounded to the nearest integer.
Baseline/Progressive Compression
JPEG images come in two different format types: Baseline and Progressive. These
format types are compression algorithms that determine how an image is reconstructed
and loaded onto a digital screen to be viewed. Images encoded with Baseline
compression will load data one line at a time as the data becomes available and the
image will load and be displayed onto the screen as such – one line at a time. Images
encoded with Progressive Compression will load data and display the entire image yet
will progressively increase the quality of the image until all of the data finishes loading
– displaying a blurred or low quality image at first and then finishing by displaying the
full resolution image [15].
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Metadata
Metadata, according to the Scientific Working Group of Digital Evidence, is
classified as “data, frequently embedded within a file, that describes a file or directory,
which can include the locations where the content is stored, dates and times,
application specific information, and permissions” [8]. In other words, metadata
essentially being “data about data.”
Exif
Exif is an acronym for Exchangeable Image File Format and is often classified as
background informational data that describes the characteristics of the image. Exif is
the actual format for data associated with anything that was captured using a digital
camera. The data is stored within the image and can provide information as to how an
image is captured as well as what settings were used [12].
Exif is a form of metadata. It lists information available about a certain file and
according to the particular file, information may or may not be stored with the file,
depending on what the file is, and the actual data it holds. The research done in this
study looked at each individual image’s amount of exif entries. Because the type of exif
data is so unique to an image, not every image will carry the same amount of exif
information as other images. While there are some files that have many entries in the
exif data, some files may have significantly less entries, or less data about that particular
file. The amount of entries in the exif data of a file, as well as the actual information
within those entries, can help to identify a file or provide the information about it.
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Figure 2.2 Example of Exif Information
This figure portrays some of the information that can be gathered from an image that can
be found by looking at the exif data.
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JPEG Marker Structure
A JPEG (JFIF) file is comprised of segments of data, each segment begins with a
particular “marker.” These can include information on particular segments of the image
such as the start of an image (SOI), the start of a frame(SOF0/2), defining the
quantization table (DQT), the start of a scan (SOS), the end of an image (EOI), and much
more [14]. Because not every image is the same, that means that images can have
different marker structures depending on how the data within the image is structured
based on what software or device created that image. Being able to determine an
image’s marker structure can help the digital analyst understand which information or
data can be found where within an image.
Binary & Hexadecimal Data
Much like how any tangible object is made up of atoms, digital files are made up
of bits that are structured together to create binary data. Binary data is essentially a
string of 1s and 0s, each digit being a “bit,” that allows computers to read digital data.
How a file is translated, played back, viewed, or processed, is all dependent on the
arrangement of 1s and 0s of the file.
Digital files communicate with each other through binary data, which is the most
fundamental level of data of a file. Because humans do not speak the same language as
computers, a type of translator is needed for those who would want or need to dig
deeper within a file and look at the inner workings. For this, a Hex Reader is used. Hex
readers translate the binary data into hexadecimal data which is a system that uses 16
different symbols to represent information using numbers that range from 0 – 9 and
letters ranging from A – F. These symbols are then translated into ASCII information,
12

which is an abbreviation for the American Standard Code for Information Interchange
[13]. Some ASCII codes can represent text, and it is by understanding and looking for
certain types of ASCII codes or phrases that the digital analyst can understand a file.
Hex readers are useful to take a deeper look into exactly how a file is interpreted by
computers, comparable to reading a user’s manual for a file.

Figure 2.3 Example of Hexadecimal Data found through a Hex Reader
This figure is an example of what hexadecimal data of an image can look like when placed
in an application that can read hexadecimal data. The numbers on the left is hexadecimal
data while the characters on the right is ASCII.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
Materials
Twitter is a social networking service that has a desktop website browser, as
well as a mobile application. The bulk of the research carried out for this thesis was
executed using Apple products: a 2015 Apple Macbook Pro running MacOS High Sierra
10.13.1 using Safari as the browser, and an Apple iPhone 6s running iOS 10.3.3 at the
time of research and using Safari as the browser as well. A Twitter account was also
created under the handle of @Thesis_4Nzics. A set of three different landscape images
were taken with the iPhone, as well as a set of three different portrait images.
Uploading
Due to the fact that there are various ways of uploading images to Twitter, it was
decided that a process, as well as an understanding of the variety of upload methods,
needed to be established. It was determined that there were three main ways of
uploading images to Twitter’s server. Though there was cognizance of the fact that
Twitter also offers the option of uploading an image, as well as Tweets, through SMS,
otherwise known as standard text messaging, directly through a mobile device, the
three major ways of API (Application Program Interface) Uploading, Mobile Uploading,
and Desktop Uploading were decided upon for this research.
API Uploading
With API uploading, Twitter’s Application Program Interface (API) was used to
batch upload the set of images onto Twitter through the created test account. Twitter’s
API is open source software provided by Twitter intended for developers that provided
14

this research with bulk uploading and downloading capabilities using the programming
language of Python.
Mobile Uploading
The sets of images were also uploaded individually using Twitter’s mobile device
application for iPhone downloaded from the Apple App Store.
Desktop Uploading
For desktop uploads, the sets of images were uploaded using Twitter’s desktop
website using Safari as the website browser.
Downloading
Though there were an extensive amount of ways to download images from
Twitter, there was an initial focus on a collective of 38 different manual methods of
downloading based on how the image is accessed through Twitter. During preliminary
findings, it was found that there are 4 different ways of accessing, or viewing, the same,
posted image. Each method of accessing an image resulted in various numbers of the
amount of ways to save the image. The following table depicts the total amount of ways
to download images used in this research.
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Access Method 1:
Full Image Opened and
Expanded from Timeline

Access Method 2:
Image Directly from
Timeline (Unexpanded)

Access Method 3:
Tweet-Specific Image
Opened to Full Size

Access Method 4:
Tweet-Specific Image
Directly from Tweet

-

AirDrop
Mobile send via Text
Mobile send via Email (Actual size)
Mobile send via Email (Large size)
Mobile send via Email (Medium size)
Mobile send via Email (Small size)
Mobile open & save image via Safari web page
Mobile save image directly from Twitter Application
Desktop open & save image via Safari web page
Desktop save image directly from Twitter Website

-

AirDrop
Mobile send via Text
Mobile send via Email (Actual size)
Mobile send via Email (Medium Size) Not an option
for Landscape Images
Mobile send via Email (Small size)
Mobile open & save image via Safari web page
Mobile save image directly from Twitter Application
Desktop open & save image via Safari web page
Desktop save image directly from Twitter Website

-

Airdrop
Mobile send via Text
Mobile send via Email (Actual size)
Mobile send via Email (Large size)
Mobile send via Email (Medium size)
Mobile send via Email (Small size)
Mobile open & save image via Safari web page
Mobile save image directly from Twitter Application
Desktop open & save image via Safari web page
Desktop save image directly from Twitter Website

-

Airdrop
Mobile send via Text
Mobile send via Email (Actual size)
Mobile send via Email (Medium size)
Mobile send via Email (Small size)
Mobile open & save image via Safari web page
Mobile save image directly from Twitter Application
Desktop open & save image via Safari web page
Desktop save image directly from Twitter Website

Table 3.1 List of Access Methods and Total Downloads of Twitter Images
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Access Method 1: Full Image Opened and Expanded from Timeline
As mentioned earlier, there are 4 different methods of accessing images. The
first access method is achieved by going directly to the Twitter profile account’s
Timeline and viewing the image by clicking on it and expanding it to Twitter’s version
of the full-sized image. This will bring up a fully expanded image. (Refer to Appendix A)
Access Method 1; Mobile Downloading. In the mobile application, after the
image is brought up into a fully expanded photo, a press-and-hold maneuver on the
image will bring up a myriad of save options.

Figure 3.1 Access Method 1: Options to save image Mobile
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Access Method 1; Desktop Downloading. On the desktop website version of
Twitter, after the image is brought up into a fully expanded photo, a right click on the
image will bring up various save options.

Figure 3.2 Access Method 1: Options to save image Desktop
Between both mobile and desktop saves, this access method yielded 10 different
ways of downloading.
Access Method 2: Image Directly from Timeline (Unexpanded)
The second method for accessing and saving images posted to Twitter is to save
the image as it appears directly from the Timeline, yet without expanding and opening
it up first. (Refer to Appendix B)
Access Method 2; Mobile Downloading. In the mobile application of Twitter,
on a particular user account Timeline, scrolling to the image of interest and using the
18

press-and-hold maneuver on the image will bring up options to save the image directly
from the Timeline without initiating a pop up of the full expanded image.

Figure 3.3 Access Method 2: Options to save image Mobile
Access Method 2; Desktop Downloading. On the desktop website page of
Twitter, navigating to the user account of interest, scrolling through to the particular
image and right clicking on the image will bring up options to save directly from the
Timeline without having to click on the image first to expand.
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Figure 3.4 Access Method 2: Options to save image Desktop
This access method yielded 8 ways to download for landscape image between
both mobile and desktop saves, and 9 ways to download for portrait images between
mobile and desktop. Twitter allowed for one more size option to save portrait images
that it did not offer for landscape images.
Access Method 3: Tweet-Specific Image Opened to Full Size
The third method of accessing and saving images posted to Twitter is to navigate
to the specific Tweet of interest by clicking on the white space around the specific
Tweet. This navigation will bring you to a newly loaded page, separate from the
Timeline, that displays just the Tweet itself. In this method, the image is then expanded
and opened up to a full-sized image by clicking on the photo associated with the
particular Tweet. (Refer to Appendix C)
20

Access Method 3; Mobile Downloading. On the mobile application, navigating
to the Tweet of interest will open up a new page that solely displays the Tweet, or
Tweeted image. Tapping on the actual image itself will bring up Twitter’s full resolution
of the expanded image. A press-and-hold technique on the image will call up various
ways to save.

Figure 3.5 Access Method 3: Options to save image Mobile
Access Method 3; Desktop Downloading. On Twitter’s desktop website, once
navigated to the Tweet of interest containing a particular image, a single click on the
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image will bring up a pop up of the image expanded to full size. A right click on the
image will initiate a menu of different options to save.

Figure 3.6 Access Method 3: Options to save image Desktop
This access method yielded 10 different ways to download the image between
both mobile and desktop viewing.
Access Method 4: Tweet-Specific Image directly from Tweet
The final method of accessing and saving an image posted to Twitter is to access
and save the image directly from the specific Tweet it is associated with, without calling
up the full resolution offered by Twitter. This method uses the same concept as
navigating to the particular Tweet as Access Method 3, yet the image will be saved
directly from the Tweet, foregoing the extra step of expanding the image. (Refer to
Appendix D)
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Access Method 4; Mobile Downloading. In the mobile application, after
navigating to the page of the specific Tweet of interest that contains the image, a pressand-hold maneuver will tender various options to save the image directly from that
page without needing to expand the image first.

Figure 3.7 Access Method 4: Options to save image Mobile

Access Method 4; Desktop Downloading. On Twitter’s desktop website, a
navigation to the specific Tweet of interest will bring up a page that contains solely the
Tweet, as well as any images associated with the Tweet. In order to save the image
using this Access Method, a simple right-click on the image within that page will initiate
23

a menu of various save options for the image without expanding it to full size
beforehand.

Figure 3.8 Access Method 4: Options to save image Desktop
This access method produced 9 options to save between both mobile and
desktop downloads.
Hash
Once the images were downloaded, a file hash value analysis was calculated on
all downloaded images to determine what resultant images contained the same file
hash values as other images, to establish which upload/download methods produce the
same files. After eliminating duplicate data, a stream hash analysis was used as a second
level of assessing image similarity, detecting duplicate images by looking at the decoded
image data devoid of metadata to determine which downloaded files that don’t have
24

matching file hashes were, in fact, identical images that only differ in metadata. Stream
hash analysis was calculated using FFMPEG and based on MD5.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The download processes were applied to all 6 images, uploaded 3 different ways,
and resulted in 699 total images for the database. Though there were 38 manual
methods of downloading images off of Twitter, Twitter’s API provided more download
options in its use than the options that were counted for mobile and desktop download
methods. In using Twitter’s API, while initiating commands to upload onto Twitter,
there was also a script written for downloads through Twitter’s API, resulting in more
downloaded image results of photos uploaded using Twitter’s API function. There is
also a discrepancy between the amount of portrait images downloaded and the amount
of landscape images downloaded, due to the fact that there is an additional option to
download portrait images that Twitter did not offer for landscape-oriented images.
The resultant images were a mixture of 243 PNG files and 456 JPEG files. The
extensions of PNG versus JPEG in the resulting images are dependent on the method of
downloading, because this research focuses on identifying compression schemes of
images, the attention was then focused on solely the JPEG files.
A preliminary file hash analysis was ran against the remaining images to
establish any downloading methods that may have produced any duplicates in images.
Findings provided that within each set of images, certain file hash values were identical
through different ways of downloading – meaning that certain ways of downloading
images produce the same exact image as other ways of downloading. For example,
when viewing Twitter on the desktop website, finding the image on the timeline and
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then saving directly from there (Access Method 2), yields the same image as navigating
to the Tweet and then saving the image from the Tweet itself (Access Method 4).
In running the stream hash values for each JPEG image downloaded, and
comparing the values of the images against each other, it was calculated that out of the
38 individual methods, only 9 methods resulted in differing stream hashes, resulting in
different JPEG files – meaning that although the images downloaded seemed to be the
exact same image visually, they were completely different mathematically.
Due to the inconsistent options of downloading, provided by Twitter, between
portrait and landscape images, for the rest of this research, focus was given only to the
data gathered from the downloaded landscape-oriented JPEG images. Out of all of that
data gathered, concentration was applied to the resultant images with a dimension of
900 pixels or more. Considering real world application of the research being conducted
in this study, the availability of larger image sizes attributed to various methods of
downloading, and in order to make sense of the massive amount of data gathered,
scrapping images less than 900 pixels was considered and applied. The result of
dismissing images fewer than 900 pixels narrowed the data down to 3 final options of
download methods out of the 9 original methods that resulted in creating individual
images. It was also found that in running the preliminary file hash values, and
comparing the values to the images between each set, it was determined that uploading
images through the API resulted in the exact same downloaded images as the
downloaded images from a Desktop upload – meaning the resulting downloaded image
is the exact same, no matter if it were uploaded by the API or through the desktop
website, as long as the original uploaded image was the same.
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Desktop Website
Full Image Save

Mobile Application
Full Image Save

Mobile Application
Full Image send via
Email (Actual Size)

Desktop Upload

1a

1b

1c

Mobile Upload

2a

2b

2c

Table 4.1 Upload Options vs. Download Methods.

Table 4.2 Matrix of Images & Hash Values
This table portrays images and stream hash values produced from various download
methods using the same uploaded images. The difference in stream hash values portray
that the images are different files from each other.
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After narrowing down the data to a 2x3 matrix, resulting in 6 images, an analysis on
each individual image was ran. A bash script was created to automate the extracting of
specific information using the open source software of FFMPEG and ExifTool. A list of
analysis conducted on each image is as follows:
-

Size/Dimension

-

Quantization Tables

-

Quality Factor

-

Baseline/Progressive compression algorithm

-

Marker Structure

-

Exif Entries

Table 4.3 Results from Analysis.
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There are many similarities between the images that pertain to how the image is
downloaded. Each downloaded image is the same dimension of 2048 x 1536, and
depending on how the image is downloaded, when viewing the images based off of
metadata alone, without regards to the stream hash values, products of the same
downloaded methods are almost indiscernible despite differing methods of upload.
Every image downloaded a particular way held the same structure as other
images downloaded the same way while providing the same information in the
metadata, and the images saved via Email provided the highest quality images of the
set. Appendix E contains a side by side comparison of the file structure of images that
were downloaded the same way as well as the exif entries for each image. Looking at
the file structures of each image, it is clear to see how the same method of downloading
produce identical file structures. Appendix F contains a side by side comparison of the
quantization tables of each image downloaded the same way.
Because the metadata seemed very similar on the outside, a closer look at the
binary data was conducted through a hex reader, in this case, 010 Editor. In this
particular hex reader used, each particular section of the file is color coded to give a
visual representation of the file’s table of contents. In other words, this particular hex
reader parses logical segments of data in a file and then color-codes them. It was found
that the structure and header of the hexadecimal data is virtually the same, and the
difference lies in the characters of the bottom portion where the image data differs.
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Figure 4.1 Hex Analysis of 1a v. 2a

Figure 4.2 Hex Analysis of 1b v. 2b
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Figure 4.3 Hex Analysis of 1c v. 2c
Though the structure between the images that shared the same method of
download are similar, it is clear to see that the structure varies between different
methods of downloads. This leads to a preliminary conclusion that regardless of upload
method, Twitter’s compression characteristics are attributed to the method of
downloading.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Based off of the analysis of the results, it was assumed that Twitter has various
compression schemes that are based directly off of the method of download,
repackaging the original uploaded image in a set structure dependent on the method of
offloading. An interesting fact that was found was that the file extensions change
between methods of downloading. Even though they all resulted in JPEG images, saving
only a full image from the Desktop resulted in a lowercased .jpeg extension, saving any
sized image from a mobile device resulted in an all capitalized .JPEG extension, and
saving only a full-sized image through sending it via email resulted in a lowercased, 3
letter .jpg extension. Even though they were all JPEG files, the file extension differs
based on the way they are saved. With this, we have a better understanding of how an
image is saved from Twitter depending on what the file extension looks like.
It was also found that there was more metadata within Desktop uploaded images
than there were with the images that were uploaded using a mobile device – meaning
that the data in the hex reader was longer for the desktop uploaded images.
Further Research
Since all of the data was taken and captured using only one brand, primarily
Apple devices, it is important to consider how the data may differ if different makes and
models of phones were used. A preliminary test of uploading an image and
downloading a full-sized image from Twitter was done on 4 different make and models
of phones: a Google Nexus 6, a OnePlus 5T, a Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge, and a Samsung
Galaxy S5. Already, the preliminary research of the data gathered shows that the
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information from these other make and model phones vary wildly than the information
from the research done in this paper. Appendix G contains information matrices of all
non-Apple mobile phones used in this research. Matrices in this appendix display
information of the resultant images attributed to each upload/download method for
each mobile device. The information provided in the matrix includes image size, JPEG
quality, Baseline/Progressive compression, and number of exif entries of each
downloaded image compared to other images downloaded from the same mobile
device.
It was found that in some brands, the similarities of the images lie in the method
of uploading – oftentimes in these new tests, the same exact image would be
downloaded regardless of download methods, and dependent on the upload methods.
There was a discrepancy between the matrices gathered from the additional
make/model phones in that in some cases, the similarities lie in Mobile Uploaded
images with variations between the Desktop Uploaded images, but in one particular
model, the similarities lie in the Desktop Uploaded images with variations between the
Mobile Uploaded images. The size differences of the resultant images are also
something to look further into as they do not stay the same, either contained within
each model of phone, or against the previous research. All downloaded images resulted
in Baseline JPEG images. An interesting finding shows that out of the 16 images
downloaded from these devices, all but 2 images contained 27 metadata/exif entries,
with the other 2 containing 70 metadata/exif entries.
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Table 5.1 Matrix of Images produced from OnePlus 5T
Preliminary Data gathered from an image uploaded and downloaded using a OnePlus 5T
mobile device shows that the exact same Mobile Uploaded image is downloaded between
two different methods of downloading and a considerable size difference between the
remaining images.

Table 5.2 Matrix of Images produced from Google Nexus 6
Preliminary Data gathered from an image uploaded and downloaded using a Google
Nexus 6 mobile device shows that the exact same Desktop Uploaded image is downloaded
between two different methods of downloading as well as a size difference between the
remaining images.
As shown in the above tables, there are discrepancies in the matrices of the models.
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These preliminary tests with various make/models of phones only open the
doorway to what other further research is necessary and what needs to be done to fully
understand the functions of the inner workings of Twitter on the images provided for
public use. Another variable to consider would be to identify if using a different
browser or operating system would also affect the resulting images in any way, as well
as identifying if using a Windows based PC versus an Apple Mac could potentially be a
variable in any changes. Perhaps it would also be helpful to explore other ways of
uploading images onto Twitter that weren’t conducted in this research to see if it makes
any difference in the download process. Such other methods can include: sending an
image through SMS text messaging, uploading a photo to Twitter directly from the
camera roll, as most smart phones offer that now as a way to share, and uploading
multiple photos in one Tweet. It would also be beneficial to see if Tweeting to include
both a photo as well as a Tweeted message would make any difference, as the images
posted to the particular research account did not include any text in the Tweets.
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Appendix A

Access Method 1: Full Image Opened and Expanded from Timeline Mobile

Here we have the image on the Timeline

Click directly on the image to bring up a
fully expanded image
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Press and hold on the image and it will give you many options to save
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Access Method 1: Full Image Opened and Expanded from Timeline Desktop
Here is an image on the timeline of the Desktop view

Click directly on the image to show the fully expanded image
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Right click on the image and it will bring up a menu of a myriad of options to save
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Appendix B
Access Method 2: Image Directly from Timeline (Unexpanded) Mobile

Here we have the image on the Timeline
of a mobile device

Press and hold on the image from there
to access the save options without
bringing up the full picture
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Access Method 2: Image Directly from Timeline (Unexpanded) Desktop
Here is the image on the timeline of the Desktop website browser

Right click directly on the image to bring up save options without expanding it fully
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Appendix C
Access Method 3: Tweet-Specific Image Opened to Full Size Mobile
Here we have the image on the Timeline
of a mobile view

Click on the space outside of the image
within the same Tweet
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This will bring you to a completely new
page that shows just the Tweet, or
Tweeted Image

Click on the image from this page to
bring up the expanded image
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Press and hold on the image and the save options will show up
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Access Method 3: Tweet-Specific Image Opened to Full Size Desktop
Here is the image on the timeline of the Desktop website browser

Click on the blank space directly outside of the image within the same Tweet
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This will bring a pop up of the Tweet you are interested in and focuses on JUST the
Tweet itself

Click on the actual photo image to bring a pop up of the expanded photo
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If you right click on the image, the download options will appear
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Appendix D
Access Method 4: Tweet-Specific Image directly from Tweet Mobile

Here is the image on the timeline of the
mobile application

Click on the blank space to bring up the
specific Tweet
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This will bring you to a completely new
page that shows just the Tweet, or
Tweeted Image

Press and hold on the image to access
save options
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Access Method 4: Tweet-Specific Image directly from Tweet Desktop
Here is the image on the timeline of the Desktop website browser

Click on the blank space directly outside of the image within the same Tweet
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This will bring a pop up of the Tweet you are interested in and focuses on JUST the
Tweet itself

Right click on the image directly in the Tweet to bring up save/download options to
save the image directly from the Tweet
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Appendix E
Marker Structure & Exif Entries
Marker Structure of 1a vs 2a

1a

2a

SOI
APP0
DQT
DQT
S0F2
DHT
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
EOI

SOI
APP0
DQT
DQT
S0F2
DHT
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
DHT
SOS
EOI
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Exif Entries for 1a & 2a *Original filenames have been changed
1a

ExifToolVersion = 9.90
FileName = 2aFDesktopTwitterSave.jpeg
Directory = //psf/Home/Desktop/API/Landscape V
Portrait/Landscape/2a
FileSize = 331322
FileModifyDate = 1505263245
FileAccessDate = 1513202810
FileCreateDate = 1505263245
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 1
| YResolution = 1
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG SOF2 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 2
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (26 bytes):
JPEG DHT (24 bytes):
JPEG SOS
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2a

ExifToolVersion = 9.90
FileName = 2cFDesktopTwitterSave.jpeg
Directory = //psf/Home/Desktop/MOBILE/2c
FileSize = 287831
FileModifyDate = 1506560327
FileAccessDate = 1506633222
FileCreateDate = 1506560327
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 72
| YResolution = 72
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG SOF2 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 2
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (26 bytes):
JPEG DHT (24 bytes):
JPEG SOS
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Marker Structure for 1b vs 2b

1b

2b

SOI
APP0
APP1
SOI
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT
DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI
APP13
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT

SOI
APP0
APP1
SOI
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT
DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI
APP13
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT
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DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6

DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
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RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7

RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
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RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI

RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI
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Exif Entries for 1b & 2b *Original filenames have been changed
1b

ExifToolVersion = 9.90+D30D28:D31D31:D36D3D31:D101
FileName = 2aFMobileTwitterSave.JPG
Directory = //psf/Home/Desktop/API/Landscape V
Portrait/Landscape/2a
FileSize = 465010
FileModifyDate = 1505263386
FileAccessDate = 1506404206
FileCreateDate = 1505263386
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
9 bytes]
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 72
| YResolution = 72
JPEG APP1 (7365 bytes):
ExifByteOrder = MM
+ [IFD0 directory with 6 entries]
| 0) Orientation = 1
| 1) XResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 2) YResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) YCbCrPositioning = 1
| 5) ExifOffset (SubDirectory) -->
| + [ExifIFD directory with 7 entries]
| | 0) ExifVersion = 0221
| | 1) ComponentsConfiguration = 1 2 3 0
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| | 2) FlashpixVersion = 0100
| | 3) ColorSpace = 1
| | 4) ExifImageWidth = 2048
| | 5) ExifImageHeight = 1536
| | 6) SceneCaptureType = 0
+ [IFD1 directory with 6 entries]
| 0) Compression = 6
| 1) XResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 2) YResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) ThumbnailOffset = 286
| 5) ThumbnailLength = 7071
JPEG APP13 (54 bytes):
+ [Photoshop directory
40 bytes]
| IPTCData (SubDirectory) -->
| + [IPTC directory]
| | CurrentIPTCDigest = .............B~
| IPTCDigest = .............B~
JPEG SOF0 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 0
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DRI (2 bytes):
JPEG SOS
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2b

ExifToolVersion = 9.90
FileName =
2cFMobileTwitterSave.JPG
Directory =
//psf/Home/Desktop/MOBILE/2c
FileSize = 445465
FileModifyDate = 1506560219
FileAccessDate = 1513203020
FileCreateDate = 1506560219
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 72
| YResolution = 72
JPEG APP1 (7397 bytes):
ExifByteOrder = MM
+ [IFD0 directory with 6 entries]
| 0) Orientation = 1
| 1) XResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 2) YResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) YCbCrPositioning = 1
| 5) ExifOffset (SubDirectory) -->
| + [ExifIFD directory with 7 entries]
| | 0) ExifVersion = 0221
| | 1) ComponentsConfiguration = 1
230

9 bytes]
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| | 2) FlashpixVersion = 0100
| | 3) ColorSpace = 1
| | 4) ExifImageWidth = 2048
| | 5) ExifImageHeight = 1536
| | 6) SceneCaptureType = 0
+ [IFD1 directory with 6 entries]
| 0) Compression = 6
| 1) XResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 2) YResolution = 72 (72/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) ThumbnailOffset = 286
| 5) ThumbnailLength = 7103
JPEG APP13 (54 bytes):
+ [Photoshop directory
| IPTCData (SubDirectory) -->
| + [IPTC directory]
| | CurrentIPTCDigest = .............B~
| IPTCDigest = .............B~
JPEG SOF0 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 0
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DRI (2 bytes):
JPEG SOS

40 bytes]
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Marker Structure for 1c vs 2c

1c

2c

SOI
APP0
APP1
APP13
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT
DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7

SOI
APP0
APP1
APP13
S0F0
DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT
DQT
DQT
DRI
SOS
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
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RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0

RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
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RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1

RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
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RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI

RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
RST7
RST0
RST1
RST2
RST3
RST4
RST5
RST6
EOI
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Exif Entries for 1c & 2c *Original filenames have been changed
1c

ExifToolVersion = 9.90
FileName = 2aFEmailActual.jpg
Directory = //psf/Home/Desktop/API/Landscape
V Portrait/Landscape/2a
FileSize = 480967
FileModifyDate = 1505263121
FileAccessDate = 1506404206
FileCreateDate = 1505263121
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
9 bytes]
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 0
| YResolution = 0
JPEG APP1 (138 bytes):
ExifByteOrder = MM
+ [IFD0 directory with 5 entries]
| 0) Orientation = 1
| 1) XResolution = 0 (0/1)
| 2) YResolution = 0 (0/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) ExifOffset (SubDirectory) -->
| + [ExifIFD directory with 3 entries]
| | 0) ColorSpace = 1
| | 1) ExifImageWidth = 2048
| | 2) ExifImageHeight = 1536
JPEG APP13 (54 bytes):
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+ [Photoshop directory
40 bytes]
| IPTCData (SubDirectory) -->
| + [IPTC directory]
| | CurrentIPTCDigest = .............B~
| IPTCDigest = .............B~
JPEG SOF0 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 0
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DRI (2 bytes):
JPEG SOS
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2c

ExifToolVersion = 9.90
FileName = 2cFEmailActual.jpg
Directory =
//psf/Home/Desktop/MOBILE/2c
FileSize = 440010
FileModifyDate = 1506560189
FileAccessDate = 1506633222
FileCreateDate = 1506560189
FilePermissions = 33206
FileType = JPEG
MIMEType = image/jpeg
JPEG APP0 (14 bytes):
+ [BinaryData directory
| JFIFVersion = 1 1
| ResolutionUnit = 0
| XResolution = 0
| YResolution = 0
JPEG APP1 (138 bytes):
ExifByteOrder = MM
+ [IFD0 directory with 5 entries]
| 0) Orientation = 1
| 1) XResolution = 0 (0/1)
| 2) YResolution = 0 (0/1)
| 3) ResolutionUnit = 2
| 4) ExifOffset (SubDirectory) -->
| + [ExifIFD directory with 3 entries]
| | 0) ColorSpace = 1
| | 1) ExifImageWidth = 2048
| | 2) ExifImageHeight = 1536
JPEG APP13 (54 bytes):
+ [Photoshop directory

9 bytes]

40 bytes]
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| IPTCData (SubDirectory) -->
| + [IPTC directory]
| | CurrentIPTCDigest = .............B~
| IPTCDigest = .............B~
JPEG SOF0 (15 bytes):
ImageWidth = 2048
ImageHeight = 1536
EncodingProcess = 0
BitsPerSample = 8
ColorComponents = 3
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DHT (29 bytes):
JPEG DHT (179 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DQT (65 bytes):
JPEG DRI (2 bytes):
JPEG SOS
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Appendix F
Quantization Tables
Quantization Tables of 1a & 2a

1a Quantization Tables
2a Quantization Tables
5 3 3 5 7 12 15 18
4 4 4 7 10 13 16 20
4 4 4 6 8 17 18 17
4 4 4 7 10 13 16 20
4 4 5 7 12 17 21 17
4 4 7 10 13 16 20 24
4 5 7 9 15 26 24 19
7 7 10 13 16 20 24 28
5 7 11 17 20 33 31 23
10 10 13 16 20 24 28 31
7 11 17 19 24 31 34 28 13 13 16 20 24 28 31 31
15 19 23 26 31 36 36 30 16 16 20 24 28 31 31 31
22 28 29 29 34 30 31 30 20 20 24 28 31 31 31 31
5 5 7 14 30 30 30 30
5 6 8 20 30 30 30 30
7 8 17 30 30 30 30 30
14 20 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

5 5 8 14 32 32 32 32
5 7 7 22 32 32 32 32
8 7 18 32 32 32 32 32
14 22 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

5 5 7 14 30 30 30 30
5 6 8 20 30 30 30 30
7 8 17 30 30 30 30 30
14 20 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

5 5 8 14 32 32 32 32
5 7 7 22 32 32 32 32
8 7 18 32 32 32 32 32
14 22 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
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Quantization Tables of 1b & 2b

1b Quantization Tables 2b Quantization Tables
2 2 2 3 5 6 8 10
2 2 2 3 5 6 8 10
2 2 2 3 5 6 8 10
2 2 2 3 5 6 8 10
2 2 3 5 6 8 10 12
2 2 3 5 6 8 10 12
3 3 5 6 8 10 12 14
3 3 5 6 8 10 12 14
5 5 6 8 10 12 14 15
5 5 6 8 10 12 14 15
6 6 8 10 12 14 15 15
6 6 8 10 12 14 15 15
8 8 10 12 14 15 15 15
8 8 10 12 14 15 15 15
10 10 12 14 15 15 15 15 10 10 12 14 15 15 15 15
2 2 4 7 16 16 16 16
2 4 4 11 16 16 16 16
4 4 9 16 16 16 16 16
7 11 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

2 2 4 7 16 16 16 16
2 4 4 11 16 16 16 16
4 4 9 16 16 16 16 16
7 11 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

2 2 4 7 16 16 16 16
2 4 4 11 16 16 16 16
4 4 9 16 16 16 16 16
7 11 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

2 2 4 7 16 16 16 16
2 4 4 11 16 16 16 16
4 4 9 16 16 16 16 16
7 11 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
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Quantization Tables of 1c & 2c

1c Quantization Tables
2 2 2 3 4 5 7 8
2 2 2 3 4 5 7 8
2 2 3 4 5 7 8 10
3 3 4 5 7 8 10 11
4 4 5 7 8 10 11 13
5 5 7 8 10 11 13 13
7 7 8 10 11 13 13 13
8 8 10 11 13 13 13 13

2c Quantization Tables
2 2 2 3 4 5 7 8
2 2 2 3 4 5 7 8
2 2 3 4 5 7 8 10
3 3 4 5 7 8 10 11
4 4 5 7 8 10 11 13
5 5 7 8 10 11 13 13
7 7 8 10 11 13 13 13
8 8 10 11 13 13 13 13

2 2 3 6 13 13 13 13
2 3 3 9 13 13 13 13
3 3 7 13 13 13 13 13
6 9 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 2 3 6 13 13 13 13
2 3 3 9 13 13 13 13
3 3 7 13 13 13 13 13
6 9 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 2 3 6 13 13 13 13
2 3 3 9 13 13 13 13
3 3 7 13 13 13 13 13
6 9 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

2 2 3 6 13 13 13 13
2 3 3 9 13 13 13 13
3 3 7 13 13 13 13 13
6 9 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
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Appendix G
Preliminary Analysis of Non-Apple Mobile Phones
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